NGO at 90 K. The sample was excited by a 325 nm laser with the laser spot size of 800 nm and the intensity of 1 MW/cm 2 . As the temperature was lowered, emission peaks did not shift but the emission intensity of all peaks was pronouncedly enhanced. The intensity of the 388 nm peak at 20 K is increased by a factor of ten compared with that at room temperature. In addition, the emission peaks at 389 and 391 nm can also be seen in the low-temperature spectra. As the temperature increases, the recombination rate and accordingly the emission intensity decrease due to the thermal activation of photo-excited electrons. Such a process can be described by
where is the activation energy. The integrated intensity can be well fitted by the above formula above 140 K and the fitted activation energy is 35 meV. The band gap of NGO is ~4.06 eV found from the UV-VIS analysis, which is larger than the excitation energy of the 325 nm laser (3.8 eV). Therefore, the PL emission observed in NGO single crystals is obviously not band gap emission. Instead, the emission peaks observed in NGO can be readily understood by looking into the energy levels of Nd 3+ shown in Fig. 2(b) of the main text. 
